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Mother’s Day
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Book Mum in for any treatment
and get 15% off.
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L’image Skin Care & Waxing
25-50% off Dermalogica Products
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Treat Mum to a massage this
Mother’s Day.
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A wide range of gift ideas for Mum
with friendly and helpful service.
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Beautiful Mother’s Day gifts.
Special offer of 15% off all
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All items recently purchased in
London.
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on Mother’s Day. Bookings
essential. Ph: 9418 2099
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Spoil Mum with a trip away.
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Celebrate mother’s day at
gordon village arcade
treat mum to a delicious breakfast or spoil her with a beauty
treatment or a trip away. the gordon village arcade has
everything for you to tell mum how much you love her.

767 Pacific Hwy Gordon NSW 2072 | (02) 9491 8200 | www.gordoncentre.com.au
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From the team
We’re now in the last month
of autumn, and as the weather
starts to cool down people start
thinking about how they will fill
the colder months. The best thing
about winter is the snow and the
skiing that comes with it. We take
a look at Australian and New Zealand ski destinations to determine
where you get the best value for
your money (p. 42).
Statistics show more Australians are heading overseas at the
moment because of the strong
Aussie dollar. If you’re planning on
doing the same, make sure you
read our story on the importance
of travel insurance (p. 14).
Stuck for ideas about what to
do on Mother’s Day? Take some
inspiration from our interview with
Julie Goodwin (p. 16) and cook a
meal at home, or consider one of
our Mother’s Day brunch picks for
something extra special (p. 40).
Don’t forget to enter the competition to win our special giveaways for your mum! (p. 49)
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MOTHER’S DAY
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distribution by PMP Distribution
Sydney Observer is distributed to all Ku-ring-gai plus selected
adjacent areas of Hornsby, Lane Cove and Willoughby. Additional
copies are available from local libraries, selected retail outlets and
council offices. We personally deliver to businesses in most suburban
shopping areas in order to remain community-focused and personal.
Home, Commercial and Bulk Delivery
• Chatswood
•N
 orth Wahroonga
• East Killara
• Pymble
• East Lindfield
• Roseville
• Gordon
•R
 oseville Chase
• Killara
• S outh Turramurra
• Lindfield
• St Ives
•N
 orth Turramurra
• St Ives Chase

• Turramurra
• Wahroonga
• Waitara
• Warrawee
• West Pymble
• Willoughby

Commercial and Bulk Drop
• Beecroft
• Normanhurst
• Epping
• North Epping
• Hornsby
• St Leonards

• Pennant Hills
• Thornleigh

For everything you need
in your bathroom

Special: 20% off vanities and tapware*
*In stores and online. Excludes some brands. Conditions apply.

With an extensive range of bathroom furniture, fixtures and fittings from big
name manufacturers like Methven, Phoenix and Roca, you’ll find everything
you need in the one place at Bathroomware House. Our showrooms are staffed
by qualified bathroom designers who can help you make the perfect selection,
and our already low prices are backed by a price match guarantee. To see for
yourself how easy it can be to get everything you need in your bathroom, visit
our showroom in Sydney, or our website at bathroomwarehouse.com.au
Crows Nest – 188 Willoughby Rd, 02 9437 5001
Trading hours: Mon–Fri: 8.30am–5.00pm, Sat: 9.00am–3.00pm

The best in bathrooms

Australia-wide: 1300 788 653
bathroomwarehouse.com.au
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from the readers

development in ku-ring-gai
What I particularly liked about this month’s magazine was the
balanced set of articles by Elaine Malicki and Dugald Mackenzie
(April 2013, pp. 8-9) who wrote about the issue of development in
the Ku-ring-gai area. This was an in-depth analysis rather than the
lighty quick news grabs approach one inds in other local papers It
is good to read intelligent articles that take a point of view and allow
the reader to think critically about big picture issues that are important to them. It sure beats the mindless reporting of someone’s lost
dog or unimportant luncheon meeting.
Syd Smith, Turramurra

praise for archibald prize winner

Rose Moloney’s article on Guy Morgan’s work (April 2013, p. 12)
was insightful and timely. The article revealed the strength of the human spirit in the face of adversity, as Rose Moloney has outlined how
Guy Morgan continued to paint in spite of having su ered a retinal
detachment. Such determination is particularly noteworthy; consequently a visit to the Kaleidoscope Gallery, Paddington where this
painting (as part of a series),is being displayed, would be a most rewarding experience. Thank you, Rose for highlighting this artist’s
self portrait, complete with the Peter Pan motif.
Helen Kensy, Turramurra

helpful advertisement
I saw an advert in your colour magazine for Lonely Pets Club
(April 2013, p. 45). I was so excited because their slogan said: “Dog
walking and pet feeding - We come to you!”
Even though this particular company was not able to attend to
my fury family members needs (because I live out of the area that
they cover) they were able to direct me to another company who operate near where I live. This particular business are able to play with
my cat while I have a few days away.
Sally Rose Lee, Epping

education important issue for new father

Pragmatic, pensive and probative stories. The articles about autism and the right time for kids to start learning their ABC’s (April
2013, pp. 20-21) had relevance to me as a new father.
Frank Krstic, West Ryde

If you would like to enter any of the giveaway draws, tell us in 25 words or more, what you liked in this month’s magazine. The
best entries will be published* and go in the running for our monthly giveaway in the next issue of the magazine. PO Box 420,
Killara NSW 2071 or email editor@kamdha.com with your name, address, and contact number by the 25th of the month.

*By sending a letter or e-mail to enter the giveaway the sender authorises any use of it as content by Sydney Observer.
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Dr David Goh

Dr Theresa William

Dr Kathryn White

Dr Peter Lorenz

Dr Josephine Pang

Dr J Robert Barron

price’s pharmacy 2 philip mall, west pymble, 2073. ph: 9498 5552 - Fax: 9498 7537
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Quality Homes begin with

Experienced Designers

1

Site Analysis
At Melandra we use a registered surveyor to develop an accurate contour
plan of your block and our designers personally visit the site to fully
understand all of its unique features.
•
•
•

2

Detailed investigation of site particulars
Contour Plan by registered surveyor
On site design assessment by building team

Concept Development
Our professional team take the time to listen and fully understand what
you want in your new home.
• Your individual needs and requirements are understood
• Zoning and other Council requirements are addressed
• Your unique land characteristics are incorporated in the designs

3

Custom Designed Plans
Taking everything we know about you, your land and the environment we
apply our 20 years of building knowledge to design a custom home that is
uniquely you.
• Detailed floor plans developed
• Up to three major redesigns
• Unlimited minor changes (we dont stop until your happy)

4

3D Model & Cost Estimate
When you are 100% happy with the design of your new home we will
produce a 3D model and we will prepare a detailed estimate of costs.
• Virtual tour of home using 3D computer modelling software
• Itemised estimate of costs based on a detailed bill of quantities
• No commitment to proceed, no questions unanswered

Call us today on 1300 30 60 62
sydneyobserver.com
Sydney Observer |april 2013 7
email info@melandrahomes.com.au
website www.melandrahomes.com.au

LOCAL NEWS | opinion (have something on your mind? Tell us in 300 words and send it to editor@kamdha.com)

The prospect of council mergers

Page 2
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*Steve Russell is the Mayor of Hornsby
Shire. He has lived in and around the
Hornsby area for over 30 years.
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Touch of South
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featuring
Wheel of Death,
Trapeze,
Miniature Horses,
Dogs & Clowns
plus exciting
circus acts and
Salsa Dancing.
Fun and laughter
for all ages.

Trapeze Trick Ponies High Wire Hula Hoops
Donkey Fun Clowns Acrobats Wheel of Death
Plus Much More Fun For All The Family!!

ever, I also believe that the government
should look at even greater opportunities
than those lagged by the Panel For example, a combined Hornsby, The Hills and Kuring-gai Council would bring strategic capacity not seen before in local government
in NSW.
There are some councils that are eagerly eyeing o the territory of their neighbours and others that are manning the barricades against any suggestion of amalgamation. Neither attitude is helpful. What’s
needed is a calm and rational conversation,
weighing the pros and cons of all proposals
as we look for the best way to deliver value
to the people who have elected us to represent them.

en
t

Within three years almost half of
the councils in NSW will not be inancially sustainable. This is the alarming conclusion of a recent NSW Treasury report
into the state of local government, making it clear that reform is urgently needed. While Hornsby Shire Council, which I
represent, is doing quite well compared to
many other councils, it is not immune to
the e ects of the
billion infrastructure
backlog that currently exists throughout
the state.
An even more signi icant report was
released in April, from the Independent Local Government Review Panel, which was
charged with the task of inding ways to
give ratepayers value for their hard-earned
money. Among its recommendations was
a readjustment of borders that would, for
instance,
Hornsby 1 Council
WEBERS STsee
IVES:Layout
6/2/12 give
9:48 the
AM

suburb of Epping to an expanded Parramatta Council, then join forces with Ku-ringgai Council.
Merging councils is an obvious option
when trying to streamline the way services
are delivered to local communities. Hornsby Shire is one of the biggest in the Sydney
basin with a large budget Yet still we ind
our strategic capacity is limited when delivering large infrastructure like the Hornsby
Aquatic Centre. That project is moving forward very successfully, but it’s worth pondering how much better it could have been
if we had greater resources at our disposal.
Local government needs to learn to stand
on its own feet without relying upon grants
from state and federal governments.
That’s why I embrace the Panel’s recommendations and I especially welcome
panel chairman Professor Graham Samson’s comments that we need a better calibre1 of representation on councils. HowPage
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by Steve Russell*
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$
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LOCAL NEWS | opinion

amalgamation in Ku-ring-gai?
by Dugald Mackenzie*
Fear is a driving factor in people’s
lives Fear of failure fear of the unknown
and fear of change. In fact fear is used by
many people and groups to control people
and to stop change or progress. The Not
So High group used this e ectively during the last local council election to create in people’s minds, the fear that our
area was about to be taken over by evil
developers and that the leafy suburbs
were going to form a huge urban ghetto.
The reality though is far di erent from
this perception.
The government is talking about local
council amalgamation. If you look at what
is being proposed, then it seems like Hunters Hill, Lane Cove, Willoughby, North Sydney and Mosman would be joined together
and Manly, Warringah and Pittwater joined
together. This would leave Hornsby and

Ku-ring-gai together, possibly with
Baulkham Hills Shire council.
In Queensland this sort of super council has been in place for a while and has
not been without its teething problems.
The real issue though is a consideration of the advantages and disadvantages.
In Queensland, the local councillors are renumerated in such a way that they can make
their role full-time. Thus the positions attract people with more expertise and time
to work for their particular area. They are
available, knowledgeable and more active in local a airs In contrast to previous part-time workers, they spend more
time on local issues and can ight for
those issues.
In regards to road works, under the
current system in NSW, councils are put
into areas and they coordinate and cost
their road works over that area in order to
reduce individual council costs. If this was

done over all the council services, then it
would amount to signi icant cost savings
and reduce duplication. Also, the internal
pollicising of various departments within council, where empires are built and
maintained, would be exposed and that
too would result in cost savings.
Reduce beauracracy, reduce red tape,
streamline the process, that’s what we all
want. However we really need to look at
the detail and fully understand the implications I can t imagine sta or local councillors being in favour of this, but sometimes we need to stand back and look
at the big picture and tackle our fears
head on.

* Dugald Mackenzie is the director of
Mackenzie Architects, Castlecrag.

Smart Moves

Coaching™
Australia Pty Ltd

Realise your potential!

Term 2 Bookings
for 2013 now available.

Call Now for:
• Seminars for HSC Trials • Maths/Chem/Bio/Physics
• English AOS paper
• Ancient & Modern History
And for just $35 you can get your copy
of “Your Peaceful Place”

by L. Toltz & S. MacGregor

Call now for Term 2 bookings
9416 4222 n www.smartmoves.com.au
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LOCAL NEWS |snippets

FLASHING LIGHTS
FOR SCHOOL ZONES

anzac day - On April 25 people gathered at the
Wahroonga War Memorial in remembrance of war
veterans. Barry O’Farrell attended the ceremony.

by Kate Lilly
The NSW government will accelerate the rollout of flashing school zone lights, with 101 new sets due to be installed
by July this year. As part of this initiative new lights will be
installed at Brigidine College in St Ives.
“The flashing lights program is central to ensuring the safety
of our students in and around school environments,” said Jonathan
O’Dea, Member for Davidson. “They’ve been proven to be effective
in slowing drivers down and potentially saving young lives.”
Studies have shown drivers reduce their speed by around
7km per hour when they enter a school zone marked by flashing lights. If all goes to plan, the government will have installed
280 flashing lights this financial year – the largest number to
date. Installation will cost $2.5 million from within the road
safety budget.
Sites are chosen using the School Pedestrian Risk model,
which considers factors like traffic volume, approaching speed, pedestrian volume and road visibility. By July, flashing lights will be
in place at 1,340 school zones across the state
“Each school in turn will receive the school zone flashing
lights and that’s done largely on the basis of an assessment of
risk and need,” Mr O’Dea said. “My understanding is there’s about
2,000 schools across NSW, so there’s a little way to go but it’s
great news to see that Brigidine will see those flashing lights in
the near future.”

10 Sydney Observer |may 2013

North shore brothel owner
convicted of enslaving
students
A Sydney madam has been found guilty of forcing young
immigrant students into sexual servitude, at the Diamonds brothel
in Willoughby.
Chee Mei Wong, 39, forced a group of female students recruited
in Malaysia to perform sexual
acts against their will, as
payment for the $5,000 cost
of their airfares, visa
and education.
The students spoke
little or no English, and were
forced to work 17 hour days,
and be fined $10 every
time they were late. Wong
pleaded not guilty, and will
be sentenced on May 31.

LOCAL NEWS

Division over planning laws
Proposed state planing laws set to fast track development
application decisions face community criticism.
by Kieran Gair
The state government is hoping to
transform planning by boosting investment, fast-tracking development application decisions and bringing community
consultation to the heart of planning under new laws set to be introduced later
this year.
The NSW government will introduce
new regulations that force local councils
to approve 80 per cent of compliant development propsals within
days over ive
years, compared to the current average of
1 days
The NSW minister for planning and infrastructure, Brad Hazzard, said the ambitious new planning laws will “depoliticise” the complex and slow planning system which he feels is in desperate need of
an overhaul.
“Many of these changes are groundbreaking and in some instances an Australian irst it turns the current planning sys-

tem on its head by ensuring communities
create long-term plans for suburbs and regions,” Mr Hazzard said.
Within ive years we are aiming for
80 per cent of applications to go through a
faster code assessment process, which has
the potential to save the community and
businesses around 1 million a year
However the opposition and some
community groups are accusing the government of taking a top down approach,
that will bene it developers at the expense
of local councils and communities.
Under the new system the Minister for
Planning and Infrastructure will have the
power to amend local plans made by councils, a decision that opponents say threatens community rights.
Convenor of the Better Planning Network an af iliation of over
community groups Corinne Fisher said that while
planning reforms are needed, the proposals are developer driven and will work from
the top down.

“The government is proposing to remove community consultation on the majority of development applications in exchange for increasing community participation at the strategic planning level,” she said. “Decisions will be made higher up and they will greatly limit the scope
of community engagement at the local level. The evidence base for strategic planning is incomplete, it poses a danger to
local democracy.”
The new set of laws are the most
comprehensive revamp of planning laws
in NSW for over 30 years. They are designed to promote economic growth and
investment through consolidating housing, jobs and infrastructure through
strategic planning.
The government has proposed that
NSW planning policies will shape statewide objectives and policy directions,
which will be iltered down through regional growth plans, subregional growth plans
and lastly through local planning.
Sydney Observer |may 2013
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LOCAL NEWS

Modern day choirs
Tech savvy a cappella singing groups popping up over the north shore.
by Rose Moloney
If you thought a cappella singing groups
only existed in American comedies and reality
shows then think again. It turns out a cappella
groups exist in the nort h shore’s backyard.
In Gordon, all female a cappella choir,
Senisuara has gained
members since it
was founded by director Anna Humberstone
at the beginning of last year.
Anna attributes many of the hit ilms
and singing focused television shows, like
Pitch Perfect and The Voice to the interest in
her choir.
“They have blown out of the water the old
fashioned idea of singing in a choir. Previously you would change the name of your group
so it didn’t have the word ‘choir’ in it as it had
connotations of being frigid, whereas now it’s
much more hip and modern,” says Anna.
But what is so di erent about an a cappella choir? There is no backing music which
means group members are responsible for
making all of the music themselves. As Anna
puts it “voices do all the work”.
This is one reason Pymble resident Jus-
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tine Whiting loves being part of the Gordon
choir, Senisuara. “It really increases the challenge level because there’s no music to fall

“I give everyone
recordings of their parts
on MP3 files so they can
put it on in the car, and
learn the music when
they are on the move.”

back on,” she says.
The ladies of Senisuara only meet to
practise one night a week, which could
prove challenging considering there are
women with parts to learn. However Anna has implemented a modern way of rehearsing to ensure everyone is prepared
before practice.
“I give everyone recordings of their
parts on MP iles so they can put it on in the
car, and learn the music when they are on

the move.”
Justine says she listens to the recordings and practises in the kitchen while she is
cooking dinner. Doing so speeds up rehearsals, as it means the ladies can get straight into
singing instead of going through the process
of teaching everybody their individual parts.
The group has kept its appeal by welcoming everybody regardless of skill level. It doesn’t compete in competitions which
Anna says allows it to keep the “inclusive
community feel”. While there are ten music teachers within Senisuara, there are also people like Justine who have joined simply because they love to sing and meet
new people.
Along with Senisuara, Anna also directs
an a cappella choir in Mosman, and has just
started a new group in Mona Vale to keep
up with demand The irst rehearsal for Mona Vale was on April 29, however it’s not too
late to join now and be part of the midyear concert.
All of the funds raised by the group will
go towards helping Delvena, a women’s and
children’s refuge in Lane Cove.

LOCAL NEWS

80 YEARS ON, STILL Growing STRONG
Ku-ring-gai Horticultural Society celebrates 80th anniversary this may.
by Kate Lilly
A lot can change in 80 years. In 1933,
monthly meetings of the ‘Wahroonga Horticultural Society’ featured a musical item.
In 1959, there were over 500 members. Today, the Ku-ring-gai Horticulturalist Society
is a smaller gathering, but members still
display their best plants and lowers and
compete for prizes. The Society has also embraced modern technology with its
website and more ef icient transport has
enabled members to venture farther a ield
in their visits to country gardens.
According to Hugh Myers, a member
of the Society, the important things have
stayed the same. “The aims and objectives
of the Society have remained constant,” he
says. “We continue to provide opportuni-

ties for friends to meet, for the exchange
of knowledge and advice for beginners on
all things horticultural, and for exposure of
members to new experiences.”
The Society has seen its share of challenges over the years. In 1939, war brought
activities to a grinding halt. During this time,
the e orts of a small but dedicated group
known as ‘the Ladies of Roseville’ kept the
Society going. It also faced troubling times
in 1
when a drop in membership led to
talk of closing the Society down. It was the
stern resistance of four lady members that
ensured the Society would continue.
Today the Society faces another challenge –its ageing membership. It hopes to
attract new members to ensure the Society
will continue for many years to come.
Mr Myers remains optimistic. He says

dedicated volunteers with a strong common interest keep the Society going.
“[The Society] has been fortunate in
that it has been able to ind keen gardeners
who were willing to manage the a airs of
the Society . . . With a current membership
of 150, many of whom are very active gardeners, the future looks bright.”

Anniversary meeting:

The Society’s 80th anniversary meeting
will be held at 7:30pm on May 7 at the
St Ives Village Hall on Memorial Ave.
The night will feature Professor David
Mabberley, executive director of the
Royal Botanic Gardens, Sydney as a
special guest speaker as well as a
showcase of the Society’s north shore
gardens and a celebratory supper.

Paul

FLETCHER

The Beginning and Beyond...
In Junior School at Ravenswood
you can expect
• Excellent teacher/student ratio with teacher’s aide support
• Dedicated staff who are experts in their field and provide
specialised education in key learning areas
• Creative teaching programmes
Your daughter can discover the joy of learning as she shares in the
resources and facilities of the whole school, finding friendships
and inspiration from her ‘big sisters’ in Senior School.

A RESPECTED VOICE FOR

BRADFIELD

www.paulfletcher.com.au

Why not visit our school? Tour dates are available on our website
www.ravenswood.nsw.edu.au
A Uniting Church girls’ school Kindergarten to Year 12
Henry Street, Gordon
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On the agenda

THE GREAT AUSTRALIAN EXODUS
With young Australians heading overseas in record numbers, it’s no
surprise some are running into trouble.
by Kate Lilly
After going out to celebrate a friend’s
birthday, Rachael White woke up in a South
American hospital bed – alone. Attached to an
oxygen tank, she struggled to remember how
she got there. In fact, she couldn’t remember
anything beyond arriving at a Cuzco bar the
night before, not far from the village where she
volunteered with other Australian gap year
students When her doctor inally appeared he
told her she’d been drugged with an unknown
substance. She’d also contracted salmonella –
an infection almost unavoidable in Peru.
“Apparently I was whacking my head on

ally really bad state The irst thing the doc- bers increase, for the Department to be put untor said to me when I woke up was ‘You almost der more and more pressure to provide services to more and more people . . . in more and
had a heart attack.’”
Rachael, 19, is among a tide of young Aus- more types of strife.”
tralians heading overseas. According to the
Australian Bureau of Statistics, the number
of travellers under the age of 25 has doubled
in the past decade. In that time, the number
of Australians arrested, hospitalised or killed
overseas has also doubled. In 2011-2012,
the Department of Foreign A airs and Trade
DFAT dealt with over 1
cases including 1,250 hospitalisations and 1,138 deaths
overseas.

“The first thing the
doctor said to me when
I woke up was ‘You
almost had a heart
attack.’”

Rachael recovers in Peru.

Rachael woke up alone in hospital.
the toilet seat, I was really violent,” she said. “I
was vomiting blood. When the doctor came
and found me – I was struggling to breathe, I
was shaking uncontrollably, and was in a re-
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Alex Oliver, a research fellow at the Lowey
Institute for International Policy, said the proportion of Australians seeking consular assistance remains small. But with the number of
travellers rapidly increasing, the burden on
DFAT could become unmanageable
“The cost of international travel combined with the strength of the Australian dollar has meant that international travel is accessible to a much broader range of Australians
than it was a couple of decades ago,” she said.
“What we don’t want to happen is, as the num-

Ms Oliver said young Australians must be
aware of what the Department can and can’t
do for them overseas. As a starting point, travellers should register their travel plans and
contact details on Smartraveller, now available as an iPhone app. “I think some Australians are becoming a little bit more reliant on
government in tandem with an increasing reliance on social welfare services generally,” she
said. “Take advantage of all the services the department o ers in terms of information inform yourself, insure yourself and let us know

On the agenda
what you’re doing so that we can help you if
you get into trouble.”
Australians are also visiting increasingly
‘adventurous’ locations – with India, Thailand,
and Vietnam among the fastest growing destinations. Despite this, travel insurance is reasonably low in Australia compared with other
countries, like the UK.
“Younger Australians tend to be travelling
to di erent destinations said Dr David Beirman, associate fellow at the Australian Institute of Travel & Tourism. “Because we do have
direct lights between say Sydney and Santiago in Chile, places people didn’t used to go to
are now more accessible than they used to be.”
He said young, budget travellers can’t expect
the government to foot their hospital bills. “It’s
a simple fact if you can t a ord travel insurance then you really can t a ord to travel he
said. “If you’re going to less developed countries . . . where medical assistance might be dificult to get or costly that s really where travel insurance comes into its own.”
According to the World Youth Student &
Educational Travel Confederation (WYSETC),
young travellers represent one of the fastest
growing sectors in the industry worldwide.

vv

Seventy per cent of 16-29 year olds travel in
order to study, learn a language, or work and
volunteer abroad.
“Young people are less likely to be deterred from travelling by terrorism, political
and civil unrest, disease or natural disasters,”
said Laura Daly, special advisor to the WYSETC
director general. “[They] see travel as an essential part of their everyday lives, rather than
just a brief escape from reality.”
Rachael suspects her drink was spiked
by the bartender Fortunately her friends
stayed with her the entire night and she
had access to a private medical clinic organised by her program. Home safe and well,
she said the incident was a minor part of
the experience.
“We were prepared for it and it’s just
part of living over there,” she said. “I’m not
at all turned o by South America now I
just fell in love with the place.” Now studying
at Macquarie University, she’s already planning to spend a semester abroad. “I gained so
much independence, so much maturity,” she
said. “Even though I didn’t go to uni, I think I
learned a lot more that year than I would have
at university.”
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profile | julie goodwin

Good one,
Goodwin
J

ulie Goodwin won Australia s irst
season of MasterChef in 2009. Now four
years on she has three of her own cookbooks sitting in her kitchen. Despite her success she remains as down to earth as ever.
This month Sydney Observer caught up with
our favourite chef to ind out about her latest
cookbook ‘Gather’.

What kind of recipes can we find in
‘Gather’?
It s a collection of recipes for all di erent occasions. The idea behind it is to encourage people just to get together over a great
meal and to demonstrate how easy it is to
do that. It doesn’t have to be a wedding or a
special occasion; it can just be a picnic or a
potluck dinner.
What are some of the standout dishes
in the book?
Well that s dif icult as each chapter is about
a di erent kind of gathering So there s a
chapter about picnics, then there’s a chapter about high teas with all the pretty little
cakes. Then you have potluck dinners and
street parties, which are all about cooking
for substantial amounts of people Bu alo
wings, some beautiful salads, Mexican beef
and slow braises are some of my favourites.
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The recipes in the book are so varied.
How did you find inspiration?
They are all things that I love to cook for my
family and friends that have been received
really well at parties and gatherings.

What would you say are some important things to remember when you are
cooking for a gathering?
Just bear in mind that it doesn’t have to be
dif icult it s a really straightforward thing to
do. It should be joyful, so just be mindful of
the people you are cooking for.
What do you do when you don’t have
time to make a big meal for the kids?
Quick pastas are always the answer. I call
them fridge shaker meals. You shake the
fridge, see what falls out and you turn it into a pasta. Stir-fries, salads and grills are also really fast and tasty options.

Do you have anything special planned
for Mother’s Day?
Mother’s Day is just my favourite day of the
year. I’ll have breakfast in bed, I’ll hopefully get spoilt by my boys and I’ll probably
spend the afternoon on a picnic or I’ll sit
out on my back deck with a book and a glass
of champagne.

Speaking of breakfast, how do you like
your eggs?
That’s too hard! I love eggs; I’ve got chickens
so my eggs are so beautifully fresh - they’re
to die for. But one of my favourite things is a
soft-boiled egg. I love it - just pure unadulterated ‘eggyness’.

You always appear to be composed in
the kitchen, but have you ever had a
big kitchen disaster?
I’ve had many kitchen disasters. I only set
my hair on ire the other day Probably my
worst was many years ago when the kids
were very little. We were having visitors
over and I roasted a whole chicken. I ducked
into the bedroom to freshen up and when I
came out my dog had climbed onto the table
and had the entire chicken in his mouth. By
the time I chased him and got it back it was
completely mangled.
How has your life changed since winning MasterChef?
My family has had so many beautiful opportunities that we didn’t have before. We’ve
been able to do a lot of travel and meet some
really cool people. We’re just having an absolute ball with it. But at its heart my life hasn’t
changed really. I’ve still got the same friends,

and we still do the same stu and live in the
same house. My favourite thing is still to get
together with a bunch of my friends on the
weekend and share a meal.

What are your plans now that ‘Gather’
has been released?
Well today I m o to Canberra to start my
book tour. After that, I’ve still got plenty
more books in me. There are always so many
recipes to write. I’m doing a little bit of travel
this year and I’m still a columnist for Women’s Weekly and on the Today Show – I love
those jobs, they’re really special, so I’ve got
plenty going on.
Would you ever consider opening your
own restaurant?
Opening a restaurant is something I would
love to do in the future. At the moment I’ve
got three teenage boys who are growing
up very quickly. So I’m very much focused
on them and getting them through high
school right now But it s de initely
something I would look into at some point
in the future.
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SOLVING A SILENT PROBLEM
a unique hearing problem leaves children struggling in class.
by Kate Lilly
If you suspect your child is having hearing
dif iculties they can undergo a series of aural
tests. If their responses fall outside the normal range, they can be diagnosed with an Auditory Processing Disorder (APD) and receive
treatment But a signi icant proportion of the
children who are tested respond normally.
“Audiologists and the GPs don’t have anything they can say to these parents other than ‘there doesn’t seem to be anything
wrong with them,’” said Simon Carlile, associate professor in Physiology at Sydney University. “But of course, the parents and teachers and the children themselves know there
is a problem. It’s just there wasn’t a test available that could discriminate what that problem might be.”
In a joint project from Sydney University’s Auditory Neuroscience Laboratory and

Macquarie University’s Audiology Section,
researchers have discovered a group of children who are unable to rapidly switch their
attention from one source of sound to another. These children have otherwise normal hearing sensitivity, but struggle to listen
in environments where many people are talking at once – for example, in a classroom.

“After failing to do that
for a bit they basically
drop out and stop
trying to listen.”

“When people are having an active conversation . . . kids with this inability to rapidly
switch their attention are missing the irst bit
of what the next person is saying,” Professor
Carlile said. “It makes it really hard for them to
follow the conversation. After failing to do that

for a bit they basically drop out and stop trying
to listen.”
Currently, two thirds of the children presenting at Macquarie University’s audiology clinic are not diagnosed with an APD. Researchers are now working to develop a test
that audiologists and GPs can use to diagnose children who struggle to switch their
aural attention From there research will focus on determining how the disorder can
be treated e ectively In the meantime Professor Carlile is encouraging parents to
get their child assessed at the Macquarie
University clinic.
“Dealing with communication issues early on in the child’s school life is really important,” he said. “You can have some pretty negative downstream e ects if the kid is missing
out on fundamental learning in language and
basic schooling because they have a hearing
problem.”

YOUR CHILDREN
ARE AMAZING
ALREADY.
WE JUST
HELP THEM
PROVE IT.
From Kindy to Year 10, NumberWorks’nWords after-school
tuition brings out the best in Aussie students by:
• tailoring lessons according to each individual’s needs
• setting achievable goals and monitoring their progress
• developing our own programmes using only qualiﬁed
Maths and English experts
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Students ‘Crunch & Sip’ their way
to good health
A Northern beaches primary school moves in a healthier direction.
by Monique Penning
Maria Regina Catholic Primary
School at Avalon plans to implement the
‘Crunch & Sip,’ initiative, as part of the
Department of Education and Communities’ and NSW Health’s Live Life Well @
School Program.
‘Crunch & Sip’ involves primary school classes participating in a set
break during the day, during which the
children are encouraged by teachers to
eat a serving of fruit or vegetables and
drink water.
Jenna Bilton, health promotion officer at Northern Sydney Health Promotion
and advocate of the ‘Crunch & Sip’ program, says: “We want the kids to meet
their daily requirements of two fruits
and five vegetables, as well as drinking
more water.”
Ms Bilton says that children who
regularly drink soft drink and other
drinks high in sugar are not adequately hydrated and are more likely to put on
excess weight.
The years five and six teacher bringing ‘Crunch & Sip’ to Maria Regina, Grant
Colquhoun, believes a collaborative approach between the school community,

teachers and parents will be important to
achieve success.
“Our approach is split into three
parts: culture, curriculum and community,” he says, “these three things working in collaboration will help it to be
a success”.
Ms Bilton says ‘Crunch & Sip’ has been
a successful program in schools across
NSW. “We have definitely seen positive results from ‘Crunch & Sip’ during follow up
visits to schools which have implemented
the Live Life Well at School program.”
“The program has also been implemented by schools for children with special needs and teachers have reported that it has been positive for their
students’ fruit and veg intake, as well
as good behaviour and concentration
during class.”
Kath McKenzie, who has three children at Maria Regina, anticipates the
beneficial effects that ‘Crunch & Sip’ will
have for her son, Asher Mclean, 9, who
has hypoglycemia.
“His body needs regular snacking,
so being able to munch on carrot sticks
or pieces of fruit would be fantastic,”
she says.
“It’s great the school can be more flex-

Village Pilates
is turning pink!

In celebration of Mother‘s Day we are
donating to the McGrath Foundation for
the month of May.
Belrose Studio
Suite 8B, 25 Ralston Ave,
Belrose 2085

St Ives Studio
Suite 7, 15-17 Stanley St,
St Ives 2075

ible for kids who need a little bit more attention and reinforce the messages about
nutrition that are being talked about
at home.”
While Maria Regina already participates in a range of nutritional education programs, Mr Colquhoun hopes
that ‘Crunch & Sip,’ will further improve
healthy eating habits in the school.
“Initially these programs started
from the statistics of increasing childhood obesity rates, and now it’s about education and putting some money into it,”
he says.
“We will receive significant funding from Northern Sydney Health Promotion to help implement ‘Crunch & Sip’
within the school.
It’s about consolidating what we already do, while incorporating more variety in terms of fruit and vegetables.”

Get Your School Involved
Live Life Well @ School workshops
are open to all primary schools with
up to $4,400 funding available. The
term 2 workshops will be held on
June 3 and 4 in North Sydney.
Contact: Jenna Bilton
jbilton@nsccahs.health.nsw.gov.au
or phone on 02 9976 9826.

New gift cards,
available for
Mother’s Day.

Contact:
Ph: 0415 715 052

Up to 50% off
Introductory
offers for New
Clients
Web: www.villagepilates.com.au
Email: enquiries@villagepilates.com.au
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Creative thinking solves real
world problems
skills. Critical and creative thinking requires
time for new ideas to germinate and grow, to
be tested and argued. We must value divergent thinking in order for students to solve
complex, real world problems as part of the
everyday curriculum and learning process.
When Henry Ford was challenged on his
idea for the motor car, he said: “If I had asked
my customers what they wanted they would
have said a faster horse.”
While the pressures of NAPLAN and the
HSC might suggest we need a faster horse, our
students are better served by schools choosing a more imaginative and lexible mode
of transport.
The time is now for educators to think
creatively and critically about what we do
and how we do it. The Australian Curriculum
and the Gonski reforms to education funding
in NSW have provided the road along which
we can now travel with our students in order
to provide them with real opportunities to
become thinking problem-solvers who value
the sharing of knowledge and the willingness
to take genuine risks in their learning journeys. We welcome this divergent road to ensuring a real di erence to our students and
our society’s future.

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories and cultures.
One of the key capabilities included in all
The Melbourne Declaration on Educational Goals for Young Australians (2008) new syllabuses is critical and creative thinkagreed to by State, Territory and Common- ing, an essential skill to equip students to
navigate and evaluate the usefulness of inforwealth Education Ministers states:
Australian schooling promotes equity and mation, which is increasing at unfathomable
rates. Thinking creatively and critically ocexcellence.
All young Australians become successful curs in collaborative learning contexts, where
learners con ident and creative individuals students share ideas and possibilities, where
preconceived ideas are challenged in a supand informed citizens.
With the recent agreement between the portive atmosphere, and where taking learnNSW and Federal Governments on the im- ing risks is encouraged.
One lunch time last term I wandered inplementation of the ‘Gonski reforms’ the
goal of equity is assured. The second goal is to our school library and was overwhelmed
in the hands of teachers and school leaders. by a very crowded and lively space. Some stuWith the implementation of the new Austral- dents were sitting on the loor between bookian curriculum syllabuses in 2014, the time is shelves reading quietly; others were grouped
ripe for us to focus on this second and impor- around desktop computers while others still
sat in larger groups working together on astant goal.
These new syllabuses, in addition to de- signments, using coloured pens and large
veloping students’ knowledge and skills, pro- sheets of paper, laptops and lots of lively disvide some exciting opportunities for stu- cussion. While the students’ abilities to use
dents to develop capabilities necessary for the library space to suit their di erent purthem to contribute in an increasingly com- poses appeared natural to them the con igplex world. It allows students to become cre- uration of the space did not mirror this. Simative informed citizens who are con ident in ilarly, the bell signalling the end of lunch also
solving problems. While encouraging them to signalled the end their lively discussions.
The challenge for educators is to think
embrace ICT for working collaboratively and
communicating ideas e ectively and to de- creatively of new ways to provide time and
velop intercultural understanding and an ap- space for students to think, talk and learn topreciation of the knowledge we can gain from gether, to explore new ideas and develop new
by Elizabeth Diprose *

* Liz Diprose is Principal of Willoughby
Girls High. Prior to this she was Deputy
Principal at Killara High School.
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Education funding uncertain
This inally came in April with the Gillard government announcing a package,
billion of exThree years ago the Gillard government which it claimed o ered 1
established the Gonski Review into school tra funding for schools. However, the states
funding its inal report was released last and territories were expected to come up
year. The review found that in 2009 state with 1 billion of this
As for the Commonwealth s
bilschools had an average income per student from government (state and federal) lion, it turned out that at the same time
billion cut to univerof 1
catholic schools
and in-there was to be a
sity funding – as part of total cuts, funding
dependent schools
How funds will be allocated in future deferrals and changes to education prohas been quite uncertain, as we have await- grams totalling 11 billion
The package depended on agreement
ed the government’s response to the Gonbeing reached with the states and terriski Review.
The government has been delaying a tories; but although the Prime Minister
decision: implementing the Gonski recom- sought this at her COAG meeting with Premendations will be expensive and the Gil- miers and Chief Ministers on April 19, she
lard government is seriously short of mon- did not secure it.
The states and territories raised imey following several years of budgetary mismanagement. But with an election looming portant concerns at that meeting, including
it has been under growing pressure to an- increased red tape for both teachers and
schools; states and territories being short
nounce its position.
by Paul Fletcher*

of money; and concerns that the proposal is
not a good deal for some of them.
Whether agreement will ultimately be
reached is not clear. However, what is clear
is that this proposal falls well short of the
big promises Labor has made on education
for several years. It is hard to avoid the conclusion that this is not an education strategy from the Gillard Labor government –
this is an election strategy.
The Liberal National Coalition has a
plan for education. We believe we need to
focus on the areas which are linked to improved student outcomes, such as reforms
to improve teacher quality, implementing a
robust national curriculum, principal and
school autonomy, and encouraging more
parental engagement. Simply spending
more money is not the answer.
*Paul Fletcher is the Federal Member for
Bradfield.
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MOTHER’S DAY IN ST IVES

Treat Mum this
Mothers’s Day
Mothers Day Pamper Pack $149
• Peppermint Foot Scrub
• Half hour Hot Stone Massage or
Coconut Body Polish,
• Mini Manicure & Pedicure,
• Scalp, Hand & Foot Massage.
Upgrade to Full Spa Manicure & Pedicure,
or Massage & Body Polish for $49.50
Purchase By May 12

St Ives • Ph: 9488 9788
Shop 134, St Ives Shopping Village

Gladesville • Ph: 9879 3211
Shop 15, 225-227 Victoria Road

www.urbanspa.com.au

Sahara Collection

Spoi� your Mu�
this Mother’s Da�...

Shop 94, St Ives Shopping Village
166 Mona Vale Rd, St Ives
ph: 9449 8506

Like us on Facebook
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Vintage
Retro &
Antiques
This month Sydney Observer
put together a vintage special
to help you deck your homes
and your wardrobe with quirky
items from the past. We’ve
found the hottest shops for you,
so now all you have to do is
hunt for those treasures. Next
time someone asks where your
new leather jacket is from, you
get to reply smoothly “Oh this?
Sorry, it’s vintage.”

G A L L E RY • F R A M E R S

PICTURE
FRAMING

Quality yarn, knitting tools and accessories

Custom framing by appointment
Contemporary artwork
Exclusive handmade jewellery
Handblown glass
Margie Sheppard
“Mine Own Kind”
Limited edition etching
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Ph: Catherine Nelmes 0400 741 179
Email: intaglio@aapt.net.au
• Wahroonga •

We have the yarn you love to knit with!
www.theknittersstudio.com.au
Phone: 02 9428 5296

6160 ANTIQUES
6160 Antiques is a shop of treasures. Tucked away in the left
hand corner downstairs in the Sydney Antique Centre you can
search here for gifts for all occasions including Mothers’ Day,
weddings, high teas or parties. You will find quirky 20th century vintage and retro pieces mixed with fine crystal glasses, water sets, vintage handbags and mirrors, table linen, art works
and fine English cups, saucers and plates and china tea sets.
There is a Japanese wedding kimono and Nagoya obis together

with chairs, coffee tables, foot stools some of which have been
revamped with modern fabric.
6160 Antiques is run by Daphne and Glennis. They have
been friends for many years and love finding beautiful, skillfully made old objects, which have great stories to tell. Come and
scour the shop for your special gift.
Contact: www 1 antiques com au or on Facebook

Sydney Antique Centre
Situated in Surry Hills the centre is an icon of the antique
market in Sydney Established in 1
it houses over
dealers
who trade in a wide range of antiques and collectables ine arts
and antiquities.
Over the years the centre has had several facelifts. The latest
has seen vintage clothing introduced in the lower level in the
Vintage Fashion Emporium along with vintage and retro furni-

ture. You can find petrol bowsers, old enamel advertising signs,
sporting memorabilia right through to fine porcelain, art deco
china and prints.
The centre has a new cafe with a brand new menu. Visitors can
bring friends and family to have lunch, morning or afternoon
tea at the centre’s new cafe.
The centre is open days a week from 1 am pm
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The Vintage Fashion Emporium, Sydney
Find your self some vintage pieces at Nina’s Vintage Closet that
Ever wanted to fall down the vintage rabbit hole? Skip down
the stairs at the Sydney Antique Centre, 531 South Dowling Street, will work for a quick trip to the store, a day in the city, or a night on
the town. Everything for the 1940s -1980s vintage gal!
in Surry Hills to discover the Vintage Fashion Emporium
Pop down to the Vintage Fashion Emporium and discover these
Over the Top Vintage evokes a bohemian spirit within everyone.
Divine dresses, coats and accessories including the most amazing three shops and more in one eclectic vintage clothing destination.
vintage head wear.
Sydney Antique Centre:
The Vintage Drawer endears itself to the true vintage elegance Open: days a week 1
pm
of the 1
s and 1
s Beautiful one o and wearable dresses for Phone: 93613244
day or evening, specially selected for you.
Website: www.sydantcent.com.au

VINTAGE FASHION EMPORIUM

Over The Top Vintage
Shop 17

The Vintage Drawer
Shop 14

Lower level, The Sydney Antique Centre
531 South Dowling St, Surry Hills NSW 2010
Cafe and centre open 7 days 10am to 6pm
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Nina’s Vintage Closet
Shop 50

ph. 02 9361 3244
www.sydantcent.com.au

DOWN TO EARTH VINTAGE
Down to Earth Vintage is all about making
the most of what has already been made.
Walking through the yellow, street art covered
shop facade, customers are greeted with all kinds
of treasures, from traditional antiques to post
ifties items
A standard customer in Down to Earth Vintage falls within the 15 to 40 year old age group,
however owner Liz Summerell has noticed an increase in older people visiting her shop in the
hope of reconnecting with their past.
Through her store Liz hopes to inspire people to to appreciate interesting items from other eras Whether that be a ifties headpiece a
tie-dye shirt from the seventies or a cute pair of
nineties sunnies.
Address: M
 itchell Rd Antique and Design Centre UPSTAIRS
Mitchell Rd
Alexandria 2015.
Website: www.downtoearthvintage.com

Pudding and Pie is unique, vintage-inspired clothing brand for
boys and girls. Specialising in gorgeous, every day and special
occasion pieces for babies, toddlers and big kids, Pudding and
Pie is the perfect choice for a cool, classic, or retro stylista.
Pudding and Pie incorporates the simplicity of coastal style
with the freedom of country life, into one exquisite brand.
Visit www.puddingpie.com.au
or find us on Facebook.
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7 years DOWN THE ROAD
Marking seven years of success,
Mitchell Road Antique & Design Centre
is renowned as a popular and quintessential location for those in search of the
beautiful and the unusual.
Located on the upper level of a
large, yellow, industrial brick warehouse in Alexandria, distinctive and iconic graffiti signage guides you to the entrance at the corner of Mitchell Road and
Fountain Street
With over 60 dealers displaying their
prized treasures, each item reflects a story of personal passion.
The scope of pre-loved and recycled
items is breathtaking. Vintage fashion
and jewellery, industrial; retro; antique
furniture and collectables, 20th century
design, architectural heritage and toys,
all under one roof.

People journey from far and wide to
visit the huge array of fashion for both
men and women, shoes, handbags, purses
and accessories.
To keep up to date with all the latest
trends and exciting new additions, ‘like’
them on Facebook and follow on Twitter, Instagram and Pinterest. Daily activity provides pictures of the stunning new
items, invaluable information and also
their monthly business card draw for one
lucky customer.

Mitchell Road Antique and Design
Centre:
Open: 1 am pm days a week
Phone:
Email: mitchellroadcentre@yahoo.com.au
Website: www.mitchellroad.wordpress.com

form before
function
We aim to provide customers with
original Parker pieces in excellent vintage condition or professionally restored.
We have been dealing in Parker furniture for 10 years and are experts at
identifying Parker Furniture
If you are looking for that special
piece, we can source it for you, whether it is Parker or other brands of the era
such as Chiswell and Fler

Form Before Function
Address: Mitchell Rd Antique and De-

sign Centre UPSTAIRS
Mitchell Rd
Alexandria 2015.
Website: www.forbeforefunction.com.au

Pymble Antiques - Linen & Retro
Pre War Bride
(1938 Wedding)

• Cream Duchess satin with
long train
• Leg of mutton sleeves with tapered
self covered cuff buttons
• Embellished at neckline with orange
blossom spray
• Elaborate satin bow at back waist

Antique Parisian Fashion
Camisoles

• Hand embroidered silk and lawn with
lace inserts.
• These Trousseau garments date from
Edwardian times and have never
been worn!

Karma Watson: 9983 1340 | Email: polychem@ozemail.com.au
Open: Tuesday-Saturday 10am-5pm
1003 Pacfic Highway, Pymble NSW 2073 (opp. Pymble Hotel)
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We buy & sell old and interesting wares

Down to Earth VintagE
“create your future... from our past”

Form Before Function
Vintage Parker
Furniture Specialists

“You’ve got to
come shopping
with me at Down
to Earth Vintage!
They have the
most amazing
things!”

•Quality vintage
and retro items
always in stock.
•Down to earth
service and prices.
• Giving everything
at least a 2nd
chance!
• 20% discount
if you mention
you saw us in the
Sydney Observer!

We sell an eclectic, sometimes quirky, mix of fashion, textiles, homewares
and collectibles to inspire your individual dress, decorating and collecting!

Located inside Mitchell Rd Antique and Design Centre
UPSTAIRS, 76 Mitchell Rd, Alexandria 2015.
Phone: 0404 741 181
Email: sales@formbeforefunction.com.au
www.formbeforefunction.com.au

We are at Mitchell Road Antique & Design Centre,
76 Mitchell Rd, Alexandria, 2015
Look for ticket code 072
Down to Earth Vintage
Ph: 0403 002 243 | www.downtoearthvintage.com

Over 60 dealers in...

• Vintage Fashion and Jewellery
• Industrial, Retro and Antique
Furniture
Visit
“The Little Coffee
• Collectables
Shop”
Open every
• 20th Century Design
weekend
• Architectural Heritage
• Toys and much more!

We have something for everyone!

Open 10am-5pm 7 days a week.
Phone: 02 9698 0907
Email: mitchellroadcentre@yahoo.com.au
Website: www.mitchellroad.wordpress.com

Set your own trends
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WARNING BELLS FOR WOMEN
New statistics show older women are most at risk of dying from asthma.
by Kate Lilly
Women are twice more likely to die
from asthma than men, according to the
Australian Bureau of Statistics. Within
this group, older women are most at risk,
with 44 per cent of the deaths in 2011 occurring in women over
Professor Guy Marks, a respiratory expert at the Australian Centre for Asthma
Monitoring, said it’s unclear why women
are the worst a ected In children the
prevalence of asthma is higher in boys,” he
said. “But after puberty there’s a change,
and the prevalence is higher in women
and the deaths are higher . . . Presumably,
it’s related to sex hormones, but beyond
that it’s not clear.”

Overall, the asthma mortality rate is
falling from
deaths in 1
to
in 2011. However, the reduction is most
signi icant in young asthmatics under the
age of 35.
Dr Jonathan Burdon, director of the
National Asthma Council, said older Australians should be careful not to dismiss
breathlessness as a normal part of ageing.
When you re
or
there s no reason
why you should be breathless with regular physical activity,” he said. “People who
say, ‘I’m starting to get short of breath
walking up one light of stairs that s not
a igment of getting older that s a igment
of getting less it or some other underlying disease.”
While older people are naturally

more at risk, Professor Marks believes
there is still room for improvement. “It
may be that asthma is being better managed now,” he said. “That people are using drugs more e ectively that people
are using asthma management plans
more e ectively But we do also know
that they’re not being used as well as they
could be.”
The National Asthma Council believes
most asthma deaths are preventable. “It’s
really all about educating people who’ve
got asthma about asthma – letting them
know that it’s not curable but that it can
be managed,” Dr Burdon said. “There’s
no reason why a person with asthma
can’t, for the most part, do whatever they
want to do.”

$2.50 * for ALL DAY
Bus, Train and Ferry Travel!

Buy the Pensioner Excursion Ticket!

Pensioners can purchase a Pensioner Excursion Ticket (PET) for just $2.50 from any of our
friendly drivers and use it all day on Sydney and Newcastle buses, trains and ferries!
Our convenient bus services operate in Hornsby and the Upper North Shore.
Please phone 9457 8888 or go to www.shorelink.com.au for enquiries.
* Conditions apply.

Shorelink Buses
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wanted: grandparents
Website provides families with surrogate grandparents.
by Rose Moloney
Not everyone is lucky enough to have a
grandparent living around the corner.
While
per cent of Australians use
grandparents as child-minders, many
families don’t have this luxury.
When Cate Kloos, moved from Germany to Sydney, she struggled without
the support of grandparents for her children. “I have two kids in Australia, and
it felt quite lonely not having anybody
to share anything special with,” says Ms
Kloos.
Taking inspiration from services in
Germany, Ms Kloos set up an Australian
Find a Grandparent website allowing
families to find surrogate grandparents.
Through the site families and ‘grandparents’ register their details and are then

contacted when a match becomes available in their local area.
Ms Kloos can testify to the website’s
success from her own experiences. Her
family found their ‘grandmother’ when
the site started a year ago, and plan to
continue to see her “forever”, describing
her as “part of the family”.
Dr Julie Green, executive director of
the Raising Children Network, says it is
important for children to have positive
older role models in their lives. “It can be
an additional person for a child to be able
to experience outings with, which has
positive benefits for the child in terms of
developing self-esteem and building on
independence skills.”
While a grandparent or surrogate
grandparent can both fill this role, she
says a close family friend; aunt or uncle

can also fill the gap.
Speaking of advice for new grandparents, Dr Green says the most important thing is that they be themselves and
show an interest in the child. She recommends creating opportunities for the
surrogate grandparent and child to share
special one-on-one time together.
“These interactions needn’t cost
money, it’s very affordable to go for walk
or go to the park, read a story, or do some
cooking or projects around the home together.”
At the moment Find a Grandparent
has a lot more families registered than
grandparents. Ms Kloos encourages older citizens to register for free online and
find a new family. The only requirement
is that they have an up to date National
Police Check.

Jorian Blanch & Co
With Richard Fischer
Winter stock
in store now!

 Conveyancing
 Guardianship
 Powers of Attorney
 Wills and Probate
 Aged Care Law

Proudly servicing the local
community for over 40 years
NORTH ROCKS
Shop 18 Westfield
Shoppingtown
Phone: 9871 8736

BEECROFT
9 Wongala Cres
Phone: 9484 1151
www.sparkshoes.com.au

Telephone 9144 1102 at Turramurra or
9449 4422 at Pymble Office
1269 Pacific Hwy, Turramurra. 2074
Email: richardfischer@bigpond.com
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Eighty new genetic cancer
markers discovered

study doubles our knowledge of prostate, ovarian and breast cancer.

by Kieran Gair
An international effort involving
more than 200 research groups and over
1,000 scientists has led to the discovery of
80 new genetic markers that lead to cancer,
more than doubling the knowledge of the
number of genes linked to these diseases.
The research, funded mainly by Cancer Research UK, the European Union and
US National Institute of Health, investigated the role of mutations in di erent DNA
strands and the genetic markers that can
cause the hormone related diseases: breast,
prostate and ovarian cancer.
The CEO of Cancer Council Australia, Professor Ian Olver, said that the study
had identi ied the tip of the iceberg Cancer needs to be triggered by several genetic
mutations The hope is that these indings
will help us use these genetic markers for
early detection and eventually develop genetic tests that could screen for risk.”
“Over time we could develop genetic
tests to look at the pattern of genes to determine how aggressive the cancer could
be, which would open up the potential for
better screening and more e ective treatment.”
The report, the Collaborative Oncological Gene-Environment Study, involved the
Queensland Institute of Medical Research,
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the University of Melbourne and the Cancer Council of Victoria.
The University of Melbourne and the
Cancer Council of Victoria provided
DNA samples, around two-thirds of the
Australian contribution to the study. Over
100,000 cancer patients and 100,000 members from the general population participated in the study, providing an extensive
collection of test subjects.
The discovery of 80 new genetic markers signi icantly increases the number of
mistakes in a person’s DNA that doctors
and scientists could soon be able to recognise leading to the identi ication of more
genetic markers that may increase the risk
of disease.
The genetic makeup of 25,000 prostate
cancer patients was compared to a similar
number of una ected men Scientists were
able to pinpoint 23 new faults in DNA that
heighten the chance of developing prostate
cancer, while 16 of these genetic markers
can actually lead to the most life-threatening and aggressive forms of the disease.
While one in nine Australian men will
develop prostate cancer, the study revealed
that of the one per cent of men who had the
most genetic faults, one in two would develop prostate cancer. This is more than
ive times the national average
Research fellow at the Victorian Can-

cer Council’s Cancer Epidemiology Centre,
Dr Liesel Fitzgerald said that it was an exciting time for international and Australian scientists. “We can now explain about
30 per cent of genetic markers that lead
to prostate cancer. With the 23 newly discovered genetic faults and the 55 that we
already knew about, we can now identify
speci ic genetic variants and can see what
these changes in DNA mean, allowing us to
attribute a function to these genetic faults.”
Researchers more than doubled the
number of genetic markers for breast cancer to 49. Women who were found to have
most of these genetic markers had a 30
per cent risk of developing breast cancer, which is three times the national average. The research revealed that women
who have a mutation in the BRCA gene, already facing a risk of 65 per cent, are 80 per
cent more likely to develop breast cancer if
they carry some of the newly discovered
genetic faults.
Possibly the least known type of cancer, ovarian cancer, formed the last part
of the study. Although uncommon compared to prostate and breast cancer, ovarian cancer is still the sixth leading cause
of cancer related death among Australian
women. The study found eight new genetic markers for ovarian cancer, adding to the
previous four.
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Say goodbye to reading glasses
Overnight contact lenses can fix daytime vision problems.
Professor Swarbrick said that it is important to remember the lenses do not cure
People can replace their need to use long term vision problems and the e ects
reading glasses during the day by using a are “fully reversible”.
Essentially it s the same e ect as wearspeci ic type of overnight contact lens a new
ing contact lenses or spectacles for near
study reveals.
As part of the University of NSW (UN- reading Once you take the device o the
SW study 1 people su ering from a loss problem still exists.”
“The lenses are an alternative so that
of near vision wore hyperopic orthokeratology (OK) lenses overnight, a special type people do not need to wear anything during
of rigid contact lens designed to reshape the day.”
The study targeted middle-aged peothe cornea.
Professor Helen Swarbrick, from ple, however Professor Swarbrick said there
the School of Optometry and Vision Sci- are no reasons older people can’t wear
ence at UNSW, said: “Our study shows them as long as they have healthy corneas.
“The main decider is that the eyes
that hyperopic orthokeratology lenses can
are healthy enough to tolerate the lens
correct presbyopia.”
Presbyopia, more commonly known as wear.” This means people with front surfarsightedness, commonly occurs in middle face corneal diseases or who su er with
and old age. It is caused by a loss of elastici- a lot of astigmatism cannot bene it from
ty in the lens of the eye, which makes simple the lenses.
Although it is not widely practised, using
close up tasks like reading dif icult
After wearing the overnight OK lenses, OK lenses to restore vision is not a completeeach patient in the study reported improved ly new technique. Professor Swarbrick said:
close up vision. “The improvement was ap- “There are certainly optometrists out there
who have already been using this approach,
parent on the irst day after overnight wear
and increased during the treatment week,” we just did the science to prove that it really
is e ective
said Professor Swarbrick.
by Rose Moloney

Gordon
Markets

2nd sunday

of every month
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Gordon
underCover
Protected from heat and rain!

Information: www.gordonmarkets.com.au
Bookings: Message Service (02) 9418 2373
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Dr Gavin Boneham, the president of
the Orthokeratology Society of Oceania, offers OK lenses as an alternative to glasses in
his practice in Sydney’s CBD. Dr Boneham
said they are an option for people su ering
from a loss of near vision that have never
worn glasses, and want to continue as they
did before.
Although the price varies from practice to practice, he said it costs on average 1
for the lenses and the irst year
of treatment.
As for the risks of wearing overnight
lenses, Dr Boneham said: “Like wearing any
contact lenses there’s an increased risk of
eye infection.”
While the number of optometrists who
prescribe the lenses has grown in recent
years it still remains relatively low. “We have
out of
who are quali ied to do this
said Dr Boneham. He accredits the low numbers to time, money and the “steep learning
curve” within orthokeratology.
However he is hopeful that the amount
of people using OK lenses will increase. “It’s
a very exciting thing to be involved in and
the practitioners really do have a passion
for it.”

NORTH SHORE
DENTURE &
MOUTHGUARD CLINIC
• Natural looking dentures
• Deal directly with the maker
• We use the latest techniques
• You’ll have well-fitting
dentures & a great smile!

)
e level

(middl

12 May & 9 June
8.30am to 3pm

• Natural looking dentures9418 4922
• Deal directly with the maker
the latest
• We use
7/2
STtechniques
JOHN’S
AVE, GORDON
dentures
• You’ll have well-fitting(Opposite
train station)
& a great smile!

9418 4922

2 ST JOHN’S AVE, GORDON
(Opposite train station)
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The Sweetest Nothings
Artificial sweeteners seem like a great low calorie option, but are
they really better for your health?
ar is ine
“So in the grand scheme of things is
For those wanting to shed a few extra sugar poison? No, but are there better
kilos, cutting down on sugar is fast becom- choices? Absolutely,” she said.
Ms Gudorf believes that neither aring a popular option. Many people are instead getting their sugar ix from arti icial ti icial sweeteners nor sugar o ers better nutritional value, as overall diet has a
sweeteners such as Equal and NutraSweet.
Made primarily from a chemical sub- much greater impact on health and weightstance called aspartame arti icial sweet- loss. She thinks it’s entirely possible for
eners are intense sweeteners which of- someone to only use arti icial sweeteners
fer virtually zero calories, and which don’t which are zero calories, but to be ingestelevate blood sugar levels like regular ing a huge amount of calories from other
food sources.
sugar does.
“It’s a case of calories in versus calories
However many have started to question
the nutritional value of these products, with out, and if somebody is accounting for the
a great deal of hoax claims over the years calories that they’re getting from sugar but
promoting that aspartame causes seizures, not from other sources, they’ll be missing a
or even cancer. These have been discount- great deal.”
Ms Gudorf instead believes modered and Food Standards Australia and New
Zealand recognise arti icial sweeteners ation is the real key to good health and
weight loss.
as safe.
“Unfortunately moderation is not sexy
But are they really the better option
with regards to your health? Is regular sug- and it doesn’t sell, but when people can
ar really the poison that some health prac- take a moderate approach to their diet
that’s when they’re most successful.”
titioners claim it to be?
Low sugar or entirely sugar-free diets
Kate Gudorf, accredited dietitian and
spokesperson for the Dietitians Associa- have become increasingly popular in the
tion of Australia, doesn’t believe so, think- last year, and Ms Gudorf poses caution with
ing instead that eaten in moderation, sug- extreme diets such as these.
by Kaitlin Coleman

“I think people are more successful
when they’re given something realistic, and
realistic would be yes a little bit of sugar in
an everyday healthy diet,” she said.
I think any fad diet is o ering a quick
ix and I think slow and steady wins the
race. A moderate approach to diet is going to be more sustainable, and at the end
of the day consistency is the key when it
comes to long term weight loss”

Top tips for keeping your
sugar intake on track:

• Learning to read food labels is key to
avoiding excess sugar.
• Consulting a dietitian or GP is the best
way to educate yourself on how to read
food labels, but also to know what is the
best course of action for your health and
lifestyle whether that be using arti icial
sweeteners or not.
• Counting calories is a good foundation for losing weight, as weight loss
mostly comes down to calories in versus
calories out.

HYPOXI BODY DESIGN STUDIO ST IVES ‘The Best Kept Secret in Targeted Weight Loss and Cellulite Reduction’
HYPOXI is the first training concept to combine alternating high and low
pressure with exercise to target fat in those areas which just won’t budge. The
simple 30 minute workout is safe, pain free and completely natural – helping
your body to tap into stubborn fat stores while you work out.
In just 12 sessions, clients can lose up to 30 centimetres in circumference
from their problem areas – HYPOXI has been scientifically proven to be 3 times
more effective than conventional training for fat burning.
HYPOXI has modernised people’s approach to exercise and is now
recognised as a credible weight loss solution for time poor men and women.
Enjoy HYPOXI® Benefits such as:
• Target Fat in Stubborn Areas
• Improve Circulation
• Fast Cellulite Reduction
• Lymphatic Drainage (Detox)
• Accelerated Weight Loss
• Improve Skin Tone
• Removal of Fluid Retention
• Increase Metabolism
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achieving introductory dental
practice accreditation
by Dr Ian Sweeney*
Continuous quality improvement
within the dental profession is the aim of
the Australian Dental Association. Quality benchmarking is aimed at providing a
practice environment that is committed
to safety and the delivery of quality care.
To achieve accreditation, Dr Sweeney
and his team have had to demonstrate
commitment to providing a recognised
level of safety in practice and quality in
care for the community.
Accreditation of the practice was
achieved by submitting evidence which
was independently assessed by Quality in Practice (QIP) against the National Safety and Quality Health Service
(NSQHS) Standards.
The accreditation process has been a
valuable tool in assisting Dr Sweeney to

adapt and define existing practice systems, procedures and protocols in line
with the new national NSQHS Standards.
Dr Sweeney’s team have willingly
contributed to the formalisation of policies and processes which can now be regularly and easily monitored to ensure
consistency and transparency.
Patient care has always been paramount at Northside Dental & Implant
Centre. The importance of maintaining systems that will ensure the ongoing quality of care is critical in today’s
environment.
Today’s practice management decisions are governed by feedback obtained
from patients. A recent survey of patients
within the practice reported an overall
satisfaction rate of 99 per cent. Patients
reported satisfaction across the board:
Staff courtesy 99 per cent, cleanliness

99 per cent, explanation of procedure 99
per cent, happy with the service provided 99 per cent, and overall satisfaction
99 per cent.
Pleasing results such as these encourage the team at Northside Dental and
Implant Centre, as they show the expectations of the community are being met
by a local business. These results will also aid Northside Dental & Implant Centre in their decisions for ongoing patient
care in the future.

*Dr Ian Sweeney holds qualifications in
Dental Implant Surgery and Conscious
Sedation and Pain Management, and is
a dentist at Northside Dental and Implant
Centre in Turramurra. Ph: 9144 4522.

NORTHSIDE DENTAL AND
IMPLANT CENTRE
Self Help for Hard of Hearing People
Do you have problems hearing your favourite TV Show?
Does your family complain you have the TV up too loud?
How long is it before you realise someone is at the door?
All of these things make can make life difficult for you and
frustrating for those around you.

SHHH CAN HELP!!!
Self Help for Hard of Hearing people is a non-profit organisation
run by dedicated volunteers who understand life with a hearing
loss. We provide free hands-on demonstrations and advice on
assistive listening devices and alerting systems, information on
hearing loss and support groups for people like you.

• General & Family Dentistry
• Tooth Whitening
• Dental Implants
• Surgical Dental Procedures
• Conscious or Intravenous Sedation

CALL US NOW ON 9144 7586
or call in for a free no-commitment demonstration
OUR TURRAMURRA OFFICE IS OPEN
Tuesdays, Thursdays & Fridays 10am - 3pm Tell us your problem
and we’ll help you find the solution!!!

1253 PACIFIC HIGHWAY, TURRAMURRA 2074
PHONE: 02 9144 4522 FAX: 02 9440 7087
www.northsidedental.com.au
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Plants for thought
start acting now to ensure your garden survives the colder months.
by Hugh Myers*

Lilacs: Have you ever admired a lilac in
full bloom and thought “I would like one of
those?” If so, now is the time to think about
planting them.
• For big lowers lilacs need about six hours
of sunlight a day.
• Young shrubs can be top heavy for the
irst few years so a couple of stakes for support will be needed.
• Lilacs need good drainage and they don’t
like wet feet.
• Planting a grafted lilac is a bit di erent
to planting a normal grafted plant. The hole
needs to be fairly deep with a mound in
the middle to spread the roots over. When
putting the plant into the hole, the grafted
joint must be under the ground unlike the
usual above-ground graft.
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Cyclamens: Cyclamen love those clear
cold nights and will happily go on producing lowers for you throughout the autumn
and winter months.
• Cyclamen do not like warm air from the
air conditioner or heater so keep them outside at night.
• They can be brought back inside during
the day for enjoyment but don’t forget to
put them back outside again.
• Avoid making the soil too wet as they will
rot if left with wet feet.

Camellias: Sasanqua camellias are in full
bloom now, so it’s important to pay them
particular attention over the next couple
of months.
• Single blooms only last a couple of
days so regularly dead head to get more
lowers
• As they are shallow rooted, keep an
eye on the moisture available in the soil.
Don’t rely on rainfall, instead check the soil
everyday or two.
Weeds: Certain weeds don’t mind the
colder weather at all and readily produce
seeds during the winter months.
• As a routine preventative maintenance
job, make a regular check and remove any
weeds you ind
• Don’t forget to look in those out of the
way places like behind a big shrub.

Fruit trees: Deciduous fruit trees will
have lost most of their leaves by now and
gone dormant so you can take a close look
at them.
• Cut out any dead branches and twigs. If a
particular branch has decided to go o and
do its own thing, now is the time to get ridof it.
• Clear out any accumulated rubbish both
from inside the tree and under it.
• Check for any signs of disease or rot and
use a screwdriver to have a poke at any suspicious looking spots.
• Borers give themselves away by leaving
a trail of frass or sawdust A piece of lex
ible wire pushed up into the hole will often kill the grub. Another way is to squirt
some methylated spirits into the hole. If the
metho does not reach the borer, the fumes
will. Plug the hole with some silicone gel or
even soap to prevent any other pest making
a home inside.

*Hugh Myers is a member of the Ku-ringgai Horticultural Society inc. The society
meets on the first Tuesday of the month
at St Ives Village Hall, Memorial Rd, St Ives
(opposite Woolworths) at 7:30 pm. Visitors
are welcome. Phone 9449 6245.
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How to: renovate effectively
The dos and don’ts of remodelling a house for profit.
by Rose Moloney
If DIY shows like The Block have inspired
you to get your hands dirty and delve into
the world of home renovation then there
are two things you need to do before you
start picking out kitchen tiles. Research and
plan. These steps will help you avoid falling into common renovation pitfalls, and
the stresses that come with them. Ian Agnew, the general manager of Archicentre, gave us some pointers on how to minimise the stress and inancial burdens of
home renovating.

What renovations add the most value
to a house?
Bedrooms
Adding an extra bedroom is the most cost
e ective irrefutable way of adding value
An extra bedroom increases the sales capacity as it means a house can be used or
rented by more people. This is particularly
e ective in family areas like Sydney s north
shore where converting an of ice into a
third bedroom is recommended. If possible
add the extra bedroom under the pre-existing roof, as this will minimise costs.
Outdoor spaces
Creating extra outdoor living spaces can
be a cheap way to maximise the space
within a house compared to other renovations. Add bi-fold doors to open up the

back of the house and put in a large deck
and outdoor living area that can be used
for entertaining.
Interestingly pools are not the way to
go if you are looking to add value. When
buying a house people will take into consideration the ongoing maintenance costs
of a pool. So unless you really want a
pool for yourself, consider keeping that
grassy area.

Service areas
Updating kitchens and bathrooms can also
add value. Trends within kitchens in particular are changing. People are moving away
from wanting separate rooms, and often
prefer to have open plan living spaces that
allow for a more social, relaxed style of living. However show caution when it comes
to renovating these areas, as there is no
guarantee you will make the money back. It
is impossible to predict what kind of kitchen a particular buyer will like. Whereas bedrooms can be changed to it personal taste
with a coat of paint, renovating a kitchen is
much more expensive. So sometimes buyers prefer to spend less money on a house
and renovate service areas themselves.
How can people ensure they remain
within budget?
Planning is the key to staying on budget.
From the very beginning have the renovation planned out by an expert. Work with

an architect who can help you go from a
design concept to a fully developed design. Once this has been approved by council get it costed. The more detail contained
in the plan the more accurate the inal cost
will be.

What are the main pitfalls people fall
into when renovating?
Over specifying
Are those bathroom tiles shipped in from
Morocco necessary? Will that European
piece of marble add value? Probably not.
Although in some geographical areas adding fancy inishes might make a di erence
to the price of a house a lot of these inishes don’t warrant that kind of expenditure. If
you re renovating for pro it then don t over
specify, chances are you will never make
the money back.
Not getting the house checked out
It’s important to get your house checked
out thoroughly for structural problems at
the point of purchase or prior to any renovations being started. A lot of people plan
a renovation and organise a loan from the
bank, only to realise there is a major structural issue. The house might need to be restumped, there could be drainage or wiring issues, or the roof may not be strong
enough Fixing these issues can cost time
and money so they need to be factored in
from the beginning of a renovation.
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Out To Brunch With Mum
by Rose Moloney
One of the best things about Mother’s Day is that it’s the perfect excuse to head out for a daytime meal. If breakfast in bed
isn’t your mum’s thing, consider taking her out to brunch
– the mixture of breakfast and lunch foods makes it an all
round winner. To make life easier Sydney Observer has picked some of
our favourite local brunch joints, as well as a few places a little out of the
way for the more adventurous families.
The Bogey Hole Cafe
473 Bronte Rd, Bronte
Up for a Mother’s Day adventure? Pass on the local haunts and head over to the eastern suburbs
for a beachside brekkie. There’s certainly no shortage of choice on Bronte Road. Our pick is Bogey
Hole, as you can’t go wrong with spicy homemade
baked beans and poached eggs on toast Burn o
the calories afterwards by completing the Bronte
to Bondi walk, or just lounge on the beach if the
weather permits.

Coonanbarra Cafe
64 Coonanbarra Road, Wahroonga
Situated on a quaint street in Wahroonga, this delightful little cafe looks like it has
been pulled right out of a rural town. Known
amongst the locals for its crunchy corn fritters and buttermilk pancakes, it’s the perfect
place to spend Mother’s Day morning. This
year it is o ering special breakfast lunch
and afternoon tea options for mums.

The Boathouse, Palm Beach
Governor Phillip Park, Palm Beach
It’s a little bit further out, but once you see the waterfront views
that surround this restaurant you will understand why people
take the drive out to Palm Beach. Treat yourself and order the
Aussie burger with thick cut chips. You won’t be disappointed.
Warning: If you’re brave enough to check out The Boathouse on
Mother’s Day be prepared for a long wait in line, and potentially a ight for a table

Pablo and Rusty’s, Gordon
1 St Johns Ave, Gordon
Gordon’s all time favourite cafe.
Although the food menu is limited
you can t beat Pablo s co ee Team
it with a bowl of their bircher
muesli or banana bread and you’ll
be set for the day.
Cafe Mirabelle
277 Mona Vale Rd, Terrey Hills
Located in Flower Power known by many as Bond s
Nursery this cafe o ers some delicious sweet treats
in the midst of picturesque greenery. Their hummingbird cake is the perfect companion for your latte. Don’t
have a sweet tooth? Opt for one of their savoury mufins the fetta pumpkin and sundried tomato muf in is
our favourite.
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mustangnepalese.com.au

A Mustang for your dinner
To experience the traditional cuisine and
atmosphere of Nepal, come and dine at Mustang
Nepalese Restaurant in Crows Nest. This restaurant
offers diners aromatic and authentic Nepalese food,
as well as reputable service and good value. You will
be able to enjoy the magic and beauty of Nepal itself.
Regular specials and promotions are also offered.
book now for mother’s day and receive
a complimentary glass of wine
Address: 330 Pacific Highway, Crows Nest
Phone: 9906 1818
Web: mustangnepalese.com.au
Opening hours: Dinner from 5:30pm,
7 days a week

Fox Cafe

Fox Cafe is back!
After being closed for renovations, the Fox Cafe
at Wahroonga is now back with a whole new look,
new menu & great new atmosphere! Here you will
experience great service, great food and unbeatable
coffee, all at a very reasonable price.
We offer breakfast & lunch as well as snacks,
sweets & light meals. No matter what occasion
you may have, we will be happy to give you the
experience you deserve.
Address: Shop 2 & 3, 178 Fox Valley Road
Wahroonga
Phone: 9487 7406 or 0406 522 049
Opening hours: Monday-Friday 6:00am
- 5:00pm Saturdays 7:00am - 3:00pm
Sundays: CLOSED

BOOk
NOW!

GOLDEN POINT BRASSERIE

Open 7 Days for Lunch and
Dinner
$7 Seniors Meal/Weekly
Specials
Children most welcome, new
kids playground

PEGGY’S CAFÉ

Open 7 days - 10.00am-Late
Gourmet sandwiches, light
meals and cakes
Freshly brewed coffee,
cappuccinos, espresso and
more...
$6.00 Coffee/Tea and Cake

FuNCTIONS

Asquith Leagues offers a full range of meeting, function and
convention rooms of various sizes, including our Irish Bar
which is popular for birthdays and special celebrations.
11- 37 Alexandria Pde, Waitara NSW 2077
Ph: 9487 1066
Email: info@asquithleagues.com.au
www.asquithleagues.com.au
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Ski trips:
Australia vs New Zealand
Don’t let expensive travel costs whiteout your holiday.
by Kaitlin Coleman
The weather has cooled down and all
signs are starting to point to winter, which
means ski season is just around the corner.
With Australia and New Zealand both o ering great ski destinations it can be dif icult
to know which to choose without breaking
the bank.
There’s no doubt that ski holidays can
be expensive, and Australia is renowned for
its costly accommodation. New Zealand is
no exception as overseas lights can easily rack up a hefty bill. Sydney Observer has
explored both locations to ind out which
will provide the best ski holiday for you
this winter.

AUSTRALIA
There is a veritable smorgasbord of
ski locations right at our doorstep, most of
which can be reached by car or short plane
ride The gorgeous snow ields of Thredbo
and Perisher are only a days drive from Sydney and both o er fantastic ski runs Close
location is just one of the many bene its of
staying within Australia to ski, as most of

the runs also provide great skiing experiences, regardless of skill level.
Perisher in particular has a whole
range of runs, and their abundance of snow
cannons mean skiing is a possibility even if
snow is sparse.
Robert Kirk from Harvey World Travel says: “Perisher is just more user friendly,
there are more terrains, it’s physically bigger than Thredbo and has a whole range of
places for kids to ski as well.”

“...keep your costs
relatively low, and
enjoy your holiday
with family and
friends.”

However, the pricey accommodation of
Australia stops many short, and with good
reason Some locations charge over 1
a night. This, plus the rest of the necessary

expenses, and many families are over budget. The solution here is not to stay on the
mountain, and instead opt to stay at a location nearby. Jindabyne is the best example here, as it is only 30 minutes drive from
Perisher and Thredbo. Other great places
include Lake Crackenback, Selwyn Snowields and Charlotte s Pass
Another solution to keep your staying costs low, is to hire an apartment or a
house, and share the cost among a few people By inding another family to stay with
and cooking your own meals, you can keep
your costs relatively low, and enjoy your
holiday with family and friends.
NEW ZEALAND
New Zealand is world renowned for its
spectacular mountains and ski ields from
Mt Ruapehu on the North Island, to Queenstown and Canterbury near Christchurch in
the South. New Zealand has a much longer
ski period than Australia, beginning in June
and inishing up around October
Colin Bowman from Flight Centre says
“You’re more likely to get better snow cover
for a longer period than in Australia.”

Northside authorised agent
Washer Service
Local family owned and run

Alterations • Remodelling • Repair
Engagements • Weddings • Anniversaries
Together we can design an original
piece of jewellery and quote while you wait.
If you have your own gold
• Whether to save or sentimental we can reuse.
• We also buy jewellery and gold.
onsite
workshop

1A William St, Hornsby • ph: 9476 4711
e-mail: kurtsfrt@iprimus.com.au
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Washing Machine & Dryers, repairs & sales

all major brands
covering the hills and
the north shore areas
Over 35 years experience
Graeme Shepherdson
ph: 9457 9162 / 9481 8505
Mob: 0418 679 596

Quality pet transport • Air conditioned
Bookings essential

Britt Clapson; Animal Nurse and Zookeeper
CALL US TODAY 0438 823 392
For more information visit:
www.brittspettaxi.com.au • info@brittspettaxi.com.au

Lifestyle | travel
The ski ields on o er are excellent and
can satisfy both the most dangerous thrill
seekers and those tackling the snow for the
irst time Queenstown is the most popular choice, as its skiing conditions and upbeat nightlife o er a great all round holiday
experience. If you’re after something less
touristy then head to locations like Lake
Taupo on the North Island, or Temple Basin
in Arthur’s Pass on the South Island.
Unlike Australia many of the ski ields
in New Zealand are located near other attractions to keep the whole family entertained. Queenstown, for example, has a
huge variety of adventure sports like bungee jumping, bike riding, sky diving, white
water rafting and more. You are also able
to trade in your ski pass for an activity like
this, should the weather not permit skiing
on the day.
New Zealand also o ers better value
for money if you consider the current exchange rate. One Australian dollar will usually buy just over one New Zealand dollar,
which makes expenses like eating out, hiring ski gear and extra activities that little

bit gentler on your purse strings.
However New Zealand s biggest law as
a destination is the cost of overseas lights
The minimum cost for a return light to
Queenstown from Sydney for a family of
four is around
then there are all of
the other skiing expenses to think about. If
you want to go to New Zealand, the key is to
plan early and look for package deals. There
are huge amounts of ski holiday packages on o er which include cheap lights accommodation and ski costs.

THE VERDICT?
Neither one is cheaper than the other,
or better value for money, as both destinations can be quite expensive and both o er
stellar skiing experiences.
For those wanting a true holiday away
from home, New Zealand is the way to go.
The beautiful views, fantastic snow and
range of activities you can participate in
make it an all round adventure destination. Plan for at least one week away to allow yourself the opportunity to properly soak in the magni icent culture sights

we’re an award
winning salon.
come in and experience our beautiful, relaxed atmosphere

as an introductory offer to our salon,
our team of highly skilled & professional
hairdressers would like to offer a

and people.
If you’re only looking for a short, convenient getaway then stick within Australia. Take a long weekend and enjoy the best
of family friendly skiing, convenient snow
ield locations and delicious local produce

TOP TIPS
Look for package deals: Flights to New
Zealand are signi icantly cheaper through
holiday packages, and Australian destinations often o er great deals like free meals
for children.
Book early: Avoid the stress of last minute
planning or extra fees and organise your
holiday as early as possible, including prebooking ski passes.
Go with a group: Splitting accommodation costs between more people can really
help to keep costs down.
Research all your options: Websites like
TripAdvisor and advice from travel agents
are vital in inding the best holiday options for your family. Spend the time looking around for the best deals, and keep the
money you save for the slopes.

YOU CAN’T GET
SUPER NATURAL
FROM A
SUPERMARKET.

FREE COLOUR*
with your first cut, valued at $100

shop 3/1335 pacific highway
(corner ray st, opposite coles)
turramurra nsw 2074
phone (02) 9440 2602
www.thesalonforhair.com.au

*terms & conditions apply
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Less is definitely more
How to avoid the extra costs and stresses that come with over packing.
by Linda OBrien
Travelling is undoubtedly one of
life’s great joys. Unfortunately, the benefits of travel can often be overshadowed
by the human propensity to pack for every contingency. The “just in case I might
need it” attitude has definitely been the
undoing of many a stressed, irritated
and irrational traveller.
At airports, I often see singles, couples and families alike lugging massive
suitcases around airports. Many times
at check-in counters, I have had the same
discussion with the staff – what holiday could possibly require items weighing up to 32kgs? As a frequent traveller,
there are many tips I have learnt from
fellow travellers and my own mistakes
that may help lighten the load of your
next adventure.
Step One: Write a realistic list.
Regardless of the purpose of the journey or the destination, a key means to
travelling light is making a list before
packing. Every destination differs marginally and this list will ensure that you
have everything you need and nothing
you don’t.
44 Sydney Observer |may 2013

Step Two: Be smart about choosing
clothes.
When creating your list consider clothing that layers for warmth, is multipurpose, lightweight and tonal in colour. Remember you can wear the same items of
clothing repeatedly. No-one knows you
or cares what you are wearing.
I personally only pack black and
white clothing. I always accessorise with
jewellery or scarves. Ensure that underwear and socks are light and easy
to wash.
Lay all your travelling items out on
the bed and ensure that you can mix and
match for multitudes of purposes. Warm
clothing is essential for the plane trip
and as the heaviest items, this will free
up space in your suitcase. Now put a couple of things back into the cupboard!
Step Three: Cut down your liquids.
Purchase a travel kit to decant liquids
into 100ml bottles. You will need to obtain
small toiletry items for on the plane such
as toothpaste and deodorant. And, remember, at worst, you can always buy it at
your destination. A small bag of washing detergent has always been one of my
best travelling companions.

Top Tip
My single greatest purchase to date is undoubtedly ‘the world’s lightest suitcase’.
Empty, this carry-on bag weighs only
1.2kgs. It is soft and adheres to the carry-on policy of all airlines.

By packing this single bag, I have avoided a myriad of travel dilemmas. It saves
time and the annoyance of queuing and
waiting for bags, it ensures I can pack up
in a matter of moments and avoids
backaches. It even saves money as many
budget Australian airlines hit you with
additional fees for checking bags.

The heart of your house comes down
to you and Schmidt Kitchen
Lifestyle | travel

Thinking of having a brand new Kitchen?

With the low Euro rate there has never been
a better time to get a brand new European kitchen

*Finance available TAP

K I T C H E N S • B AT H R O O M S • W A R D R O B E S • S T O R A G E
French INSPIRATION
German PRECISION
Italian DESIGN
Superior KNOWLEDGE
and... 50 Years’ EXPERIENCE

For a kitchen that is as individual as you are, visit a Schmidt showroom today.
There you’ll find inspired designs, fresh ideas, the latest storage solutions and sound
advice on how to perfectly integrate it all into your own home.
> New Evolution 130 range, adding more storage to your kitchen
> One-on-one service with your own qualified designer
> Free professional colour consultation when you order your kitchen
> CAD technology with 3D renderings so you can view before you order
> On-site check measure
> Free design and quote
> New Range, New Designs, Great Prices

OUR SHOWROOM IS OPEN OPEN 7 DAYS
DRUMMOYNE 107 VICTORIA ROAD, CNR CHURCH STREET
TEL. 02 9181 3188

Imported from France
Follow:

@MrPatMcAuley

www.schmidt-kitchens.com
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track and field success
a bronze in the Under 18 years 100m sprint,
and a gold for the Under 18 years 4 x 100m
Four Roseville College athletes rep- relay.
Katrina was proud of her achievements
resented NSW at the Australian Junior Athand praised the work of her coaches. “My
letics Championships in Perth recently.
Emily Augustine, Phoebe Carter, Katrina coaches have encouraged and prepared me
Hunt and Rochelle Sharpe each ranked among to do my best, and it’s satisfying to come away
the top in their respective events in the Cham- knowing that you’ve done that.”
Her younger school mate, year 10 stupionships.
Year 11 student, Katrina Hunt competed dent, Emily Augustine, specialises in the enstrongly in her three track events. She reached durance events In an extremely close inish
the inals and won medals for each event a Emily won a silver medal in the 3000m after
bronze in the Under 18 years 100m hurdles, accelerating from third place in the race s inal
by Rose Moloney

seconds. She also won a bronze in the 1500m
where less than a second separated the irst
three athletes over the inish line
“I love longer races – the distance and the
time – because it allows me to fall into a rhythm
and work out my strategy for the event I’m in,”
said Emily.
The Roseville girls succeeded in ield
events as well. Year 12 student, Rochelle
Sharpe, competed in the Under 18 years javelin to rank eighth overall in a competitive ield
while year
student Phoebe Carter inished
ifth overall in Under 1 hammer
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For Sale

MacKillop Grange Retirement
Village is situated in Mosman,
on Sydney’s beautiful North Shore.

E

Our modern self-care apartments offer complete
privacy whilst providing the advantage of living in a caring
community environment. Mackillop Grange offers on-site
management and a 24 hour medical alert.
Secure your chance today to live at this exclusive
address in the heart of Mosman.

28 Wudgong Street, Mosman
Phone: (02) 8969 3240
Email: info@mackillopgrange.com.au

www.mackillopgrange.com.au
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DEANDESIGN.COM.AU

Be quick, only 2x two bedroom apartments available.
Call our office for an inspection.

sports

...to talk about by Patrick McAuley

FINAL’s DAY

Cycle raises awareness
Fill the grid so that every
column, every row and
of vision problem
every 3x3 box contains the
digits 1 to 9.

by Rose MoloneyRating:

5 7 3

by a motorhome and her dog, Zelda.
She left Hobart on April 14, so she still
has a long way to go. If she sticks to schedule she will inish her cycle in Melbourne
on September 30.
The members of Berowra, Hornsby and Ku-ring-gai Lions Clubs have arranged accommodation for her and her
team in Hornsby and plan to join her for
dinner on May 1, before she sets out for
Gosford the next day.

4

On May 1 blind cyclist Jen Nickols, will
arrive in Hornsby as part of her ive month
cycle around Australia.
Nickols will be the irst blind person
to ride around Australia, and is doing so in
order to raise awareness for the Lions International Eye Health programs.
She travels on a tandem bike with
a sighted pilot rider and is backed up
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Attending the Grand final game between the Western Sydney Wanderers
and the Central Coast Mariners will be a
long remembered and favoured memory for me. Rarely has a game been so exciting both off-field and on-field. Originally I’d planned to attend the match with my
nephew and brother, but such had been
the demand for tickets, we only managed
to get two.
Luckily enough I swindled my way into being one of the lucky two and attended the game alongside my nephew, Cameron. However upon arriving at the game,
I quickly realised why my brother had so
generously relinquished his grasp on the
tickets. Both seats were smack bang in the
Mariners section!
Driving to the game, Cameron and I
had managed to build quite a level of enthusiasm towards the fixture. Both of us
splurged on Wanderers gear at the gift
shop, and were wearing ear to ear smiles
until we saw our seats. As we quietly positioned ourselves, we were immediately greeted with friendly heckling from the
bayous Mariners section.
The section was packed to the rim,
bursting with yellow and blue. In fact, so
rowdy and happy were the fans in yellow
and blue, the boys in blue had to twice remind them the seats were for sitting upon. Not even this blue approach from the
fuzz could spoil the day for the Mariners
though, as the lads from the Coast came up
trumps against the Wanderers.
Leaving the game, it was hard to be
annoyed at the Mariners for spoiling the
party. Such a likeable team, who on many
occasions had been victims of the football
gods’ vicious humour. I fully expect the
Wanderers to be at many more grand finals, so why not let the Mariners enjoy
their well-earned time in the sun.
Follow:

@MrPatMcAuley
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what’s on | APRIL

Every Saturday
Organic Food and Farmers
Market
9am – 2pm

Enjoy organic fruit, vegetables, Asian food,
deli and bakery goods, meat and more.
Where: Chatswood Public School, Pacific Highway,
Chatswood
Contact: 9999 2226

May 5
Fernwood Fitness Seniors
Open Week
6am – 1pm (Free)

Fernwood Hornsby is offering seniors free
entry and fitness classes in their Seniors Open
Week. Special talks will also be held on the
importance of staying fit and healthy as we
age.

April 4 – May 26
‘Wallace and Gromit’s
World of Invention’ at the
Powerhouse Museum
4pm– 8pm ($5)

Get hands-on with Wallace and Gromit’s
inventions! In this exhibition, kids can explore
interactive gadgets and models and learn
about inventing in everyday life.
Where: The Powerhouse Museum, 500 Harris Street
Ultimo
Contact: 9217 0111, ticketek.com.au

Where: St Ives High School, Yarrabung Road, St Ives
Contact: Nicholas Comino on 0413181331 or at
nicholas.comino@gmail.com

20-26 May
Sydney Writer’s Festival
Free - $150

Australia’s finest literary celebration featuring
400 Australian and international writers
participating in over 300 events.
Where: Sydney Theater and Pier 4/5, Pier 2/3 Walsh
Bay and Carrington Hotel, Katoomba
Contact: 9252 7729 or visit www.swf.org.au
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Where: St Ives Village Green
Contact: 9424 0868

May 12
Mother’s Day Classic
(Adults $50, children $25, students $30)

Get active with mum this Mother’s Day and
sign up for the Sydney Domain 4km walk or
8km run.

May 15
‘You’re the driver!’ Road
Safety Workshop

4pm– 8pm ($5)

Embark on a musical safari where you’ll go
hunting for animals and creatures through
orchestral music for young children. Children
are encouraged to dress up as their
favourite animal!

The annual Festival on the Green will be
an exciting day out for the whole family,
with plenty of free entertainment, rides and
activities to enjoy.

Contact: www.mothersdayclassic.com.au

May 11
Northbridge Centenary
Rotary Fireworks

4pm– 8pm ($5)

10am – 4pm

Where: The Domain, Sydney

Where: Shop R4, Westfield Hornsby
Contact: Phone 94774177
or email hornsby@fernwoodfitness.com

May 19
Kids Proms: Musical Safari

May 5
Festival on the Green

The Northbridge Rotary Club is celebrating
Northbridge’s centenary with a special
fireworks display and stalls at Northbridge
Oval. All funds raised will go to charity.
Where: Northbridge Oval, Sailors Bay Road,
Northbridge
Contact: Rotary Club of Northbridge 0415 242 628

4pm– 8pm ($5)

No matter how long you’ve had your license,
this workshop will get you up to speed. Make
sure you’re up to date with the road rules and
you understand how to use your vehicle’s
safety features in the event of a crash.  
Where: Dougherty Community Centre, 7 Victor
Street, Chatswood
Contact: Fiona Frost on 9777 7723 or
email roadsafety@willoughby.nsw.gov.au

May 24 – 10 June
Sydney Vivid Light Festival
4pm– 8pm ($5)

This month Sydney will transform into a
spectacular explosion of light and colour. The
Sydney Vivid Festival features light installations
and projections around Circular Quay, musical
performances at the Opera House, design
showcases and much more.
For the full schedule of events, visit
www.vividsydney.com/about-vivid-sydney
Where: Circular Quay and Darling Harbour
Contact: (02) 8114 2400
or email: info.events@dnsw.com.au

30 May
Aboriginal Culture Walk in the
Wildflower Garden
10:30am-11:40am (Free)

Join Karen Smith from the Aboriginal Heritage
Office for a walk and talk through Ku-ring-gai’s
beautiful Wildflower Garden.
Where: Ku-ring-gai Wildflower Garden 420 Mona
Vale Rd, St Ives
Contact: David Wilks on 9424 0844
or dwilks@kmc.nsw.gov.au

giveaways

Spoil Mum With Our Giveaways This Month
Disney

Double Pass to Coco Chocolate 3-Hour
Chocolate Making & Tasting Workshop.
Ever wondered how that chocolate bar you’re eating
is made? Now you have the opportunity to learn. As
part of the Coco Chocolate three-hour course you will
prepare chocolate treats using the traditional French
technique of hand tempering on marble. A chocolate
slab, chocolate stars and flaked hot chocolate are
among the treats you will make and taste. Plus at the
end of the day you walk away with a goody bag and
a Level One Chocolate Making Certificate to impress
your friends. This prize will be too delicious to
turn down.

Urban Spa Mummy and Me Pamper
Packages x 2
It can be easy forget to take the time out of our busy
lifestyles to just sit back, relax and enjoy life. If you fall
into this category then the Mummy and Me Pamper
Package is just what you need. Two readers this month
have the opportunity to win one of these packages.
As part of the deal, a mother or “Princess”, will receive
a one hour Heavenly Spa Facial along with an express
manicure and pedicure. But she won’t have to indulge
alone; a mini Prince or Princess get to accompany her
and receive the same treatments. The vouchers can be
used in the St Ives or Gladesville locations. If you’re an
Urban Spa fan, like Urban Spa St Ives on Facebook as
well and you can win more monthly giveaways.

Monthly Gym Passes and Induction
Sessions at Body Shape Gordon x 2
We’re almost halfway through the year, and if you are
yet to get cracking on your 2013 weight loss resolution
then a free gym pass might be just the thing you need
to get you on track. The gym is always more fun with
a friend, so this month we are giving one mum and
daughter duo the chance to win a free months trial
and three induction sessions each to the all female
gym Body Shape, Gordon. In between the induction
sessions you can do your own thing, or throw yourself
into their class timetable: Zumba, indoor cycle, pilates
and body attack are just a few on offer.

Julie Goodwin’s ‘Gather’
If our chat with Julie inspired you to get creative in the
kitchen then winning Julie’s latest book is the first step
in that direction. In ‘Gather’ Julie focuses on cooking
fast and fresh recipes for gatherings of families and
friends. Whether you want to cook for an outdoor
picnic, an intimate cocktail party or an elegant high
tea, there will be something among Julie’s 100 recipes
for every occasion.

To enter; nominate your top two prizes and tell us in 25 words or more, what you
liked in this month’s magazine. The best entries will go in the running to win and
could be published in the next issue of the magazine. Send your entries to PO Box
420, Killara NSW 2071 or email editor@kamdha.com with your name, address,
and contact number by the 25th of the month.

Tickets for Four to See Disney on Ice
Princesses and Heroes x 2
Eight lucky readers will have the opportunity to see
their favourite Disney characters take to the ice this
July. Disney’s latest ice production features 40 world
class skaters performing magical choreography, 50
elaborate costume pieces, stunning special effects and
Cinderella’s famous 2000 light carriage. Snow White,
Ariel, Belle, Cinderella, Rapunzel, Tiana, Jasmine and
their princes will come together in the midst of the
breathtaking set to embark on their romantic quests.
Audiences will journey with Ariel as she explores
the world above the waves, with Jasmine as she
discovers a whole new world and with Prince Philip as
he defeats the evil Maleficent to rescue his one true
love, Sleeping Beauty’s Aurora. Disney on Ice presents
Princesses and Heroes will ensure both reader’s and
princesses’ dreams come true. A show not to be
missed, it will officially tour in Australia from June and
play at the Allphones Arena, Sydney from July 10-14.
www.disneyonice.com.au

Double Pass to Planet Cake Beginners
Cupcake Course
Plant Cake started as a novelty and wedding cake
baking company, but in the last eight years it has
developed in Australia’s largest cake decorating school.
In the three hour Beginner Cupcakes workshop you
will learn to create six different pretty cupcake designs
using fondant icing, which you then get a take home
and share with family (or keep and eat them all
yourself). This is the perfect way to hone your baking
skills, so you can impress friends at the next party.
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Puzzles

Crosswords
1

2

Handy 3318 (Unaided)
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

17

18

16

21

23

27

28

24

25

26

29

30

31

32

33

23. Takes images of bones
(1-4)
27. Portion out equally
30. Tiny landmasses
32. Cattle stealer
33. South Asian republic
34. Should, ... to
35. Dusk
36. Removes from country

37. The S of RSPCA

Down

19

20

22

Across
1. Without help
5. Flowing up (of tears)
9. Radioactive element
10. Gives green light to
11. Made mistakes
12. Small embroidery holes
13. Dashboard displays
15. Child’s toy, ... bear
17. Hoard
20. Altercation
21. By that route

34

1. Maintains (law)
2. Spanish fleet
3. Extinguishes
4. Regional speech
5. Bleaches
6. Poorest (excuse)
7. Innate
8. Adieu
14. Further down
16. Roof overhangs
17. Gender

18. Also titled (1,1,1)
19. Possesses
22. Hoped (to)
24. Feels bitter about
25. Daffodil shades
26. Smoker’s receptacle
28. Totals, ... to (4,2)
29. Pencil-mark remover
30. Sardonic
31. Bean or pea

35

36

37

Fill the grid so that every
column, every row and
every 3x3 box contains the
digits 1 to 9.

Rating:

5 7 3
3

Wordsearch
Y
A
Q
U
A
T
I
C
L
A
R
V
A
D
Y

E
I
L
W
O
R
S
S
E
L
B
M
I
L
I

C
T
E
V
O
L
U
T
I
O
N
A
X
H
M

C
A
A
A
W
E
L
O
P
D
A
T
C
Y
A

Z
I
E
R
L
E
L
N
W
X
Q
L
O
S
I

AIR-BREATHING
AMPHIBIA
ANURA
AQUATIC LARVA
CAECILIANS
COLD-BLOODED
EVOLUTION

4

WHLN0081 - AMPHIBIANS

T
B
G
C
B
E
B
A
Q
K
T
A
L
A
R

U
I
L
J
I
E
D
B
A
S
N
I
D
L
B

E
H
Z
I
N
L
T
O
E
U
V
R
B
I
R

H
P
E
D
F
R
I
R
R
D
P
T
L
E
E

LARVAE
LIFE CYCLE
LIMBLESS
POND
RAINFOREST
SALIENTA
TADPOLE

U
M
Z
P
O
E
O
A
E
U
Z
S
O
N
A

I
A
O
P
G
F
C
A
N
V
Z
E
O
T
T

U
N
I
Z
N
R
V
Y
I
S
T
R
D
A
H

D
C
X
I
X
R
T
G
C
E
F
R
E
M
I

S
C
A
Z
A
J
B
I
R
L
R
E
D
Z
N

Z
R
V
L
M
P
V
L
A
K
E
T
W
M
G

TERRESTRIAL
TROPICS
URODELA
VERTEBRATE
WEBBED

Find all
the words
listed hidden
in the grid of
letters. They
can be found
in straight
lines up, down,
forwards,
backwards or
even diagonally.
The leftover letters will reveal
the mystery
answer.

Novice 0534
© Lovatts Puzzles

5 1
4
6
3
2
8 7
4
4
8 9 5
2
9
3 6
7
7
9
3
3 2
8
3
5 1 6
Novice 0534

5 7 3 1 4 2 8 6 9
6 8 2 3 7 9 4 5 1
9 1 4 5 8 6 2 7 3
2 3 8 7 6 1 9 4 5
4 6 7 8 9 5 1 3 2
1 9 5 4 2 3 6 8 7
Back, Neck aNd SeatiNg
7 5 6 9SupportS
1 4 3 2 8
3 2 1 6 5 8 7 9 4
TEST DRIVE ONE TODAY
FOR
8 4 9 2 3FREE!
7 5 1 6

BACK PAIN?

OPEN 7 DAYS
Phone: 9987 4500
511 Pacific Hwy Mt Colah
(Next to McDonalds, Easy Parking)

www.comfortdisovered.com.au
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New release Quadrafire wood insert

New release RED 40 See Thru
Balanced flue gas fire

Building a new fireplace or converting an existing fireplace?
Jetmaster is the ultimate choice.
It is easy to convert your existing, old inefficient fireplace
to an efficient Jetmaster open wood or gas fire, or a
Heat & Glo I30 series Balanced flue glass-fronted gas log
space heater. The I30 series inserts features an airtight
firebox which takes air from outside for combustion, never
taking oxygen from your room, brilliant for your indoor
air quality.

Or build a new fireplace with Jetmaster, it’s easy. With
straight out-the-back flueing options and various other
versatile venting options installing a Jetmaster – Heat & Glo
balanced flue gas fire in your home has never been easier.
Even installing an open wood or gas Jetmaster fireplace is
simple – you do not need a brick chimney and your fireplace
is guaranteed not to smoke or fume gas into the room.

I30 Pebbles insert

I30 Logs insert

Call into your Jetmaster showroom or visit us at www.jetmaster.com.au
CasTlE HIll 3/10 salisbury Rd (behind the Tavern) 02 9680 7279
CasTlECRaG 167 Eastern Valley Way
02 9958 1777
For your FREE CD-ROM Brilliant Fireplace Ideas call 1800 442 446

Servicing the Northern Suburbs & Northern Beaches

At Pymble Hi-Fi, we have the time and patience to assess your
home entertainment needs and identify the best solution for
your environment. Our team has over 30 years experience and
can provide you with helpful, professional advice on a variety of
projects including:

• HiFi and Home Theatre Systems
• Prewire of New or Existing Homes
• Multiroom Audio-Visual Setups
• Home Automation

We invite you to re-discover the excitement that the best of the
world of movies and music has to offer!

Phone Kyle Fairhall: 02-9983 9273 or email: sales@pymblehifi.com.au
Visit our Showrooms: 69 Grandview Street, Pymble (opposite railway station)

